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ADRIFT, ADRIFT

In the darkness far out to sea, Hashem Alsouki can't see his
neighbours but he can hear them scream. They are two African
women and Hashem lies on top of them. His limbs dig into
theirs. They want him to move, but he can't – several people lie
on top of him, with possibly more above. Dozens are crammed
into this wooden dinghy. If anyone tries to shift, a smuggler
kicks them back into place, fearing the boat might overbalance.
All being well, they should reach Italy in six days. But for now,
Hashem doesn't know if he'll survive the night. Suddenly, the
person on his left vomits all over him. Hashem pays the favour
forward, throwing up over the person to his right. He realises
everyone is covered in sick. They have each paid $2,000 to spew
over fellow refugees. Hashem left his home in Damascus in April
2012, three years earlier. All that remains of his house is the key
in his pocket. The rest was blown up by the Syrian army.

Imagine for a moment you are such a refugee. You must leave all
you know, taking only what you can carry. Your sole hope is
somewhere you don’t know, far away. To reach it, you must rely
on people you do not trust. At the least you get bathed in vomit,
at the worst you drown. And all along the way, people treat you
as vermin.

Hashem Alsouki, the subject of that story, lived near Damascus
with his wife and three children. One day in 2012 their quiet town
started filling with armed men. It was not clear whether these
were army, police or pro-regime militia. The armed men began
destroying houses to create a buffer zone around Damascus
airport, a few miles away. They also started seizing the town’s men.
Hashem was a civil servant who managed the payroll for the local
water board. He had no idea how to go on the run. Do you? Their
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house was their savings, but the house was now rubble. The family
managed to escape the armed men, sell their jewellery, get on a
bus to Jordan, then a ferry to Egypt. There they got to a beach
and joined a queue for a smuggling boat. Police arrived and
arrested them. They missed the boat and spent eight days in jail,
where they learnt that the boat they missed went on to sink,
drowning its 500 passengers.

Out of jail the family had few options. They couldn’t return to
Syria, nor did they want to live indefinitely in a tent in Egypt. But
neither could they put their children through the terror of
another crossing. So mother and kids decided to stay in
Alexandria while Hashem headed back to the beach, alone, where
he joined another queue for another boat, just like the one that
sank. He hoped to reach Sweden.

This story is not new. Let’s go back two hundred years, to
Scotland. Here too, many people are on the move. They’re
escaping famine, disease or landlords. And they’re the prey of
unscrupulous traffickers.
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In 1800 a poster appeared across Highland towns:

NOTICE TO PASSENGERS
For

NOVA SCOTIA AND CANADA
A Substantial, Coppered fast sailing ship
will be ready to receive passengers at Fort
William on the 10th of June and sail for

Pictou and Canada on the 20th. All those
who wish to emigrate to these parts in

Summer will find this an excellent
opportunity, as every attention will be paid
to the comfort of passengers, and they may

depend on the utmost punctuality as the
date of sailing. For particulars application

may be made to Mr John Grant, Merchant
in Fort William.

That sounds good, but how comfortable might the crossing
actually be? We don’t know what happened to Mr Grant’s ship.
But we do know what happened in the following year to the Sarah
and the Dove, making the same journey from Fort William to
Pictou in Nova Scotia. Into these two boats the agent George
Dunoon crammed 700 people. If they had been African slaves,
he could legally only carry 489 within such a volume of cabin. But
he squeezed in one and a half times as many, even though these
passengers were paying. On the Sarah alone, 49 people died
during the trip. This level of mortality was not viewed as unusual.
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THE BUSINESS OF CARGO

E vidence suggests that death rates were often higher on
emigrant boats – whose passengers had volunteered, and

paid, for their passage – than on slave ships. Clearly there was no
moral equivalence in the suffering: emigrants who survived the
trip were free, not slaves. But how could their crossing be so cruel?

As ever, it’s a question of economics. Slavers only made money
from cargo they delivered alive. But emigrants paid their passage
in advance, so their carriers had no incentive to keep them
breathing. Indeed, the more emigrants that died during a
crossing, the more space and food available to the living. After a
while ports such as New York started charging packet companies
for the corpses they delivered, but the fines were no deterrent.
Human cargo was too profitable.

In the 19th century the best cargo was carried in the soundest
ships. The East India Company brought silk and tea and spices –
light but costly goods – in the most technically advanced vessels
of the age. But bulk commodities, high in weight yet low in value,
did not need such quality of carriage. They didn’t require such
speed to get to market, nor such sturdiness to protect them
against the elements.
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The cheapest commodity was timber. It could even be carried
in ships that leaked for, unlike virtually any other cargo, wood
could survive a soaking. This enabled timber importers to choose
the direst and most decrepit vessels off the scrap heap: those built
from inferior wood such as spruce, or rundown veterans past
their prime, their creaking hulls held together with chains.
Timber ships were usually uninsurable. They needed only survive
a couple of crossings to turn a profit; if they sank, the downside
was limited. Their weakness was compounded by the poor quality
of their crew, for only the reckless or incompetent would choose
to work on such floating coffins.

Britain in the mid 1800s cried out for North American timber.
But how could shippers fill the empty timber ships returning west
to reload? The boats weren’t fit to carry manufactured products,
and the slave trade was abolished. So owners looked for another
bulk, cheap commodity needing to go west, and found – emigrants.

The ships received little conversion to carry humans. Into the
holds, still stinking of Canadian lumber and not high enough
to stand up in, the owners would build two tiers of bunks. Each
berth was roughly six foot by six foot – similar to a modern
kingsize bed – but only 24–30 inches high. Into this tiny space
would be bundled at least four people of any age or gender.
With no privacy, space or sanitation, this was their world for the
weeks of crossing.

The American novelist Herman Melville witnessed this as a
sailor. He wrote:

‘How, then, with the friendless emigrants, stowed away like bales
of cotton and packed like slaves in a slave ship; confined in a
place that, during storm time, must be closed against both light
and air; who can do no cooking, nor warm so much as a cup of
water; for the drenching seas would instantly flood the fire in
their exposed galley on deck? We had not been at sea one week
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when to hold your head down the hatchway was like holding it
down a suddenly opened cesspool.’

Though the press revelled in stories of shipwreck, the greatest
dangers lay on board. By 1819, emigrant boats were reaching
North America with as many as 10 per cent of their steerage
passengers dead from disease or starvation. Two decades later,
legislation demanded a minimum of 14 square feet per person,
with minimum weekly rations of water, biscuit and oatmeal. Yet
this didn’t curb disease. In one month alone, November 1853,
29 emigrant ships left for America. Of their 13,762 passengers,
more than a third were attacked by cholera. Over a thousand died.

Her Bright Smile Haunts Me Still

It's been a year since last we met
And we may never meet again.
I have struggled to forget
But the struggle was in vain.
For her voice lives on the breeze
Her spirit comes at will;
In the midnight on the seas
Her bright smile haunts me still.
In the midnight on the seas
Her bright smile haunts me still.

I have sailed 'neath alien skies,
I have trod the desert path,
I have seen the storm arise
Like a giant in his wrath;
Every danger I have known
That a reckless life can fill;
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Yet her presence is not flown
Her bright smile haunts me still
Yet her presence is not flown
Her bright smile haunts me still

At the first sweet dawn of light,
When I gaze upon the deep,
Her form still greets my sight
While the stars their vigils keep;
When I close mine aching eyes,
Sweet dreams my senses fill;
And from sleep when I arise,
Her bright smile haunts me still.
And from sleep when I arise,
Her bright smile haunts me still.

You can cross the world, but you can’t escape. This 1864 song
from the American South must have readily touched a nerve with
immigrants. I imagine it sung by Irishmen freshly landed and
sucked straight into the American civil war. Afraid and exposed,
they might easily dwell on a love left behind or, more simply, a
haunting  memory of home.


